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About Us
Steve Gray began his career in 1993 when the Inflatables industry was in its infancy. At a time where
the basic bounce house was the only thing on the market, Steve saw a way to incorporate his artistic
talents and business savvy into a manufacturing company that could provide Innovative, safe and incomeproducing products that would that would change the face of the inflatable industry. Steve has an uncanny
way of knowing which products will captivate his audience, create laughter and put smiles on the faces of
the children that use his creative designs proving him be a top innovator and a leader in his field for 25
plus years and counting.
Freddy Osler was the proverbial boy that ran away with the circus. Literally. Without telling his parents.
He started practicing on the flying trapeze in South Africa when he was 15 years old and within six
months he quit school and was on a ship heading for his first professional circus contract in England. A
spectacular sixteen-year career followed which included five Royal Command Performances throughout
Europe and winning the World Championships in London in 1978.The following year – after having
broken 11 bones during the preceding years – he finally had an accident that put him out the trapeze
business for life. In the ensuing years he dreamed of a better landing device than the sadly mis-named
safety net used by trapeze performers. In 2005 he started experimenting with air bags and in 2007
he perfected and patented the now-famous Zero Shock airbag which has since been copied globally.
Suddenly this airbag allowed ordinary people to do things without a safety harness that was never possible
before!
Steve and Freddy got together in 2013 and decided to work together to make the most innovative
interactive inflatable products in the world. They have succeeded spectacularly!
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

LENGTH: 70’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 33’
SLIDE PLATFORM: 27‘
WEIGHT: 1,450 LBS. (SLIDE)
580 LBS. (EA. LANDING AIRBAG)

LENGTH: 70’
WIDTH: 32’
HEIGHT: 33’
SLIDE PLATFORM: 27‘
WEIGHT: 1,010 LBS. (SLIDE)
585 LBS. (LANDING AIRBAG)

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(10) SLIDE MATS
SOAKER HOSE SYSTEM
DRAIN SYSTEM
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(6) SLIDE MATS
SOAKER HOSE SYSTEM
DRAIN SYSTEM
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Single lane slide measures over three stories tall and features a heart-pounding thrill ride that will
appease everyone’s inner adrenaline junkie. Slide down the super steep slide and get launched through
the air before landing onto the super-soft Zero Shock landing bag. Can be used wet or dry. This beast
will bring smiles, laughter and sheer FUN to you and your clients guaranteed! Comes complete with
soaker hose system, drain system, blowers and 6 slide mats with friction-resistant matting stitched to
the bottom.
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THE SLING SHOT

ActionWorldIntl.com

The little brother to the SkySlide (the world’ tallest inflatable water slide) The Slingshot Double Lane slide
measures over three stories tall and features TWO heart-pounding slide lanes that will appease everyone’s
inner adrenaline junkie. Race your buddies down the super steep slide and get launched through the air
before landing onto the super-soft Zero Shock landing bag. Can be used wet or dry. This beast will bring
smiles, laughter and sheer FUN to you and your clients guaranteed! Comes complete with soaker hose
system, drain system, blowers and 10 slide mats.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

THE SLING SHOT
DOUBLE LANE
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 10’
HEIGHT: 14’
1,010 LBS. (SLIDE)
585 LBS. (LANDING AIRBAG)
LENGTH: 27’ (plus entry ramp)
WIDTH: 27’
HEIGHT: 11’
WEIGHT: 450 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
TRAMPOLINE
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
TRAMPOLINE
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Bring the trampoline park to your next event! Step right up into your very own trampoline park and jump,
bounce or leap into the Zero Shock airbag. Installation is quick n’ easy! Inflate the airtight base mattress
under the trampoline, strap the trampoline onto the mattress and you’re ready for action.
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THE LAUNCH PAD

ActionWorldIntl.com

Test your speed, skills and agility as you
run around the Vortex to reach warp speed!
Great for all ages and sure to make you laugh
uncontrollably.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

VORTEX
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NEW PRODUCTS

TM

LENGTH: 30’ (plus ramp)
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 585 LBS.

LENGTH: 30’ (plus ramp)
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 585 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Have you ever wanted to try your Ninja or Leap Frog skills? Our classic Leaps & Bounds is now
available in a 3-ball model if the you’re looking for a lightweight unit or need a smaller footprint for
a FEC. This game features a series of three giant inflatable balls which challengers must run or leap
across from ball to ball like a frog to the other side! But don’t worry if you fall off, this floor of the pit
protected by our super-soft Zero Shock landing mattress.
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LEAPS & BOUNDS 3T

ActionWorldIntl.com

Have you ever wanted to try your Ninja or Leap Frog skills? Our classic Leaps & Bounds is now available
in a 3-ball model if the you’re looking for a lightweight unit or need a smaller footprint for a FEC. This
game features a series of three giant inflatable balls which challengers must run or leap across from ball
to ball like a frog to the other side! But don’t worry if you fall off, this floor of the pit protected by our
super-soft Zero Shock landing mattress.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

LEAPS & BOUNDS 3
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NEW PRODUCTS

2 GAMES IN1

NEW PRODUCTS

Watch the
Jimmy Fallon Video
to see how to pay the game!

LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 18’
HEIGHT: 18’
WEIGHT: 365 LBS.
LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 7’
HEIGHT: 8’ 6”
WEIGHT: 70 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) VELCRO VESTS
(24) STICKY BALLS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Sticky Dodgeball was popularized by The Jimmy Fallon Show and is now in an inflatable version. The
game starts by placing the Velcro balls on the center red Velcro strip. Once the ref blows the whistle, the
players make a mad dash to the centerline to grab the sticky balls and thrown them on their opponents
Velcro vest. The winner is judged by whoever has the least number of sticky balls on their vest. Game can
be played with 2-4 players.
But wait there’s more! This 2-n-1 interactive game also doubles as a 3 dimensional Triple Twist by simply
removing the Velcro sheets from the walls, removing the anti-slip floor and replacing the front banner.
Bend, Twist, Stretch! This clever new twist on an old classic Twister game is perfect for any occasion and
fun for all ages.
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STICKY DODGEBALL
/ TRIPLE TWIST

ActionWorldIntl.com

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(12) REMOVABLE NUMBERS
REMOVABLE BACKDROP
(6) STICKY SOCCER BALLS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Sticky Soccer is the latest viral craze this year! Stand out from the pack and score big points with your
clients with this unique twist on foot darts. Sticky numbers are removable to score against one another on
this exclusive autohagiographic printing that can only be found from
Inflatable 2000.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

STICKY SOCCER
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS
TM

TM

LENGTH: 31’
WIDTH: 27’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 840 LBS.

LENGTH: 39’
WIDTH: 21’
HEIGHT: 12’
WEIGHT: 823 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(2) JOUSTING STICKS
(2) HEADGEAR
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Throughout history, a jousting beam, in one form or another, has provided wild entertainment and
competition for thousands of fans and competitors alike! Now for the first time ever, you have both the
thrill of battling your opponent from great heights with the safety of falling on our patented
Zero Shock™ air bag system.
It starts off with families and friends combating one another, but by the end of the day, it has
become a free-for-all with everyone wanting to take down the ‘King-of-the-Hill’. Great for Company
Picnics, Church Fundraisers, School Events and Carnivals!
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BATTLE ZONE
S LIME

ActionWorldIntl.com

Have you ever wanted to try your Ninja or Leap Frog skills? Our classic Leaps & Bounds is now available
in the new color combination. This incredibly popular interactive inflatable features a series of four giant
inflatable balls which challengers must run or leap across from ball to ball like a frog to the other side!
But don’t worry if you fall off, this floor of the pit protected by our super-soft patented Zero Shock landing
mattress.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

LEAPS & BOUNDS 4T
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

TM

jr.

LENGTH: 24’
WIDTH: 24’
HEIGHT: 6’
WEIGHT: 350 LBS.

LENGTH: 8’
WIDTH: 7’
HEIGHT: 14’ 6”
WEIGHT: 66 LBS. (CLOWN)
150 LBS. (STEELWORK)

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) WAIST HARNESSES
(4) BUNGEE CORDS
(4) BACKING PLATES
(25) BALLS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
STEEL FRAME
MALLET
BELL
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT
Test your strength with the all-new Inflate-a-Striker. Here’s an inflated twist on the traditional Hi-Striker.
Smack down the giant hammer to ring the clown’s nose bell. This traditional carnival game is a great
addition to any event and always fun to play and watch! Comes complete with steel/wood base,
inflation pump, mallet and bell.
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INFLATE-A-STRIKER
CLOWN

ActionWorldIntl.com

Get ready….get set….time to chow down you hungry hippos!
Hippo Chow Down Jr. is the latest scaled down version with smaller footprint. This is the latest 4-player
bungee tug-o-war style game that involves speed, strength and agility. Object of the game: Once the
referee blows the whistle, each of the 4 players starts from their back wall and races to the pond of balls
in the center of the game to retrieve as many balls as possible and return them to the mesh bag at their
starting wall. Once all of the balls are chow’d down, the player with the most balls in their bag is the
winner.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

HIPPO CHOW
DOWN JR.
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NEW PRODUCTS

LENGTH: 117’
WIDTH: 46’
HEIGHT: 51’
PLATFORM HT: 40’
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS, TRANSPORTATION BAG,
REPAIR KIT, SLIDE BAGS, HEAVY DUTY
MOVING CART, ALUMINUM CROSS
BAR, WATER DRAINAGE SYSTEM, 40
ABS STAIRS, (6) PIECES,SOAKER HOSE,
DOUBLE-HEADED STEEL GROUND
STAKES,

aluminum
cross bar

51’

SureTread

Removable stairs are made of impervious
ABS plastic to withstand thousands of
trampling feet before showing wear.

46’
Introducing the world’s tallest inflatable slide, that is sure to take the industry by storm with a combination
of the most innovative technology, highest safety standards and breakthrough design for a ride never
before experienced in an inflatable unit.
Measuring just over five stories tall, SkySlide® combines two heart-pounding rides in one unit to appease
everyone’s inner adrenaline junkie. With a 30-foot vertical drop on one side and the insanely fast VertiGo
Super Slide on the other, both finishing off with a “kicker” that launches the rider into the air before softly
landing onto the Zero Shock™ Inflatable Impact Attenuation System “IIAS”; this beast will not disappoint
even the biggest thrill-seeker.
Safety is a priority and the proof is in the design. After years of perfecting, Inflatable 2000® is now
incorporating Zero Shock™’s patented Inflatable Impact Attenuation System “IIAS” into its units. Originally
created for Hollywood stunts and trapeze artists, this revolutionary system delivers less impact at greater
heights and speeds allowing designers to go beyond backyard bouncy castles and enter into a world of
true exhilaration. Removable SureTread stairs are made of impervious ABS plastic to withstand thousands
of trampling feet before showing wear. Gone are the days of slippery foam stairs that degrade quickly.
Although the magnitude of this mobile Giant may seem intimidating, the addition of several new
technologies ensures effortless set-up and tear-down. The Cylindrovator base design inflates and deflates
the unit in less than thirty minutes with the use of constant air, to keep the party going, the EZ Drain
system® redirects pooled water for fast, easy draining.

XX

117’
Cylindrovator

inflates in minutes!

EZ Drain System®

redirects pooled water for
fast, easy draining

25’

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

SKYSLIDE™
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS
TM

Impact Air bag sold separately

The FreeFall experience is suitable for a wide range of participants from 6-65 years of age. Everyone can
do it, and everyone will have a blast doing it!
This mobile stunt jumping tower can handle large crowds of all age groups because it’s not necessary
to attach a safety harness to the jumper. Simply climb the FreeFall jumping tower and jump off from the
12’h platform or the 18’h platform (120-160PPH). Our designers took time to learn techniques from stunt
professionals such as Steve Wolf from the Stunt Ranch in Texas. Steve and his team rate the bag as
nothing less than AWESOME and the softest and safest air bags ever designed!
FreeFall dropping is the newest extreme sport that everyone is talking about and it’s great for building
confidence as well as producing massive amounts of adrenaline and is just as much fun to watch from the
ground.

LENGTH: 28’
WIDTH: 22’
HEIGHT: 24’
PLATFORM HT: 12’ / 18’
WEIGHT: 625 LBS.
INCLUDES:
(2) BLOWERS
STAKES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
REPAIR KIT

The twin-platform is designed so that participants must first successfully complete the lower 12’ jump to
ensure “proper landing position” technique prior to attempting the higher 18’ platform. If the participant
does not successfully jump as per written and verbal instruction, then the jumper does not move up to
the higher jump platform!
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XX

FREEFALL
DOUBLE JUMP

ActionWorldIntl.com

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

FREEFALL
DOUBLE JUMP
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

2 GAMES IN1

TM

4 SPOT:
A challenging game of vertical
strategy that’s easy to learn and
fun to play. Rules are simple.
Each player tries to build a row of
four playing pieces in the frame horizontally, vertically,
or diagonally - while trying to
prevent their opponent from doing
the same.

LENGTH: 8’
WIDTH: 6’ 5”
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 65 LBS.

LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 30’
HEIGHT: 6’
WEIGHT: 450 LBS.

Get ready….get set….time to chow down you hungry hippos!
Hippo Chow Down is the latest interactive game from Inflatable 2000 guaranteed to keep your participants
and spectators laughing for hours. This is the latest 4-player bungee tug-o-war style game that involves
speed, strength and agility. Object of the game: Once the referee blows the whistle, each of the 4 players
starts from their back wall and races to the pond of balls in the center of the game to retrieve as many
balls as possible and return them to the mesh bag at their starting wall. Once all of the balls are chow’d
down, the player with the most balls in their bag is the winner. (Game comes with 25 balls) – Additional
artwork or log panels can be purchased separately to re-theme the game.

HIPPO CHOW DOWN

Object of the game:
Be the first player to get four of
your colored game pieces in a row horizontally, vertically or diagonally.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) WAIST HARNESSES
(25) BALLS
(4) 5’ BUNGEE CORDS
(4) BACKING PLATES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES, REPAIR KIT
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TM

ActionWorldIntl.com

TIC TAC TOE:
Tic Tac Toe or X’s and O’s was
originally a game only played on
paper. Now this traditional game is
resized to Giant proportions and can
now be played on any surface indoors
or out. The game takes on a whole
new dimension when it is played in
Giant size with GIANT foam game
pieces. The inflatable game is easily
transportable, lightweight and playing
area measures about 6’x 6’ square.
Each player gets 5 giant X’s and 5
giant O’s. The X player usually goes
first and in order to win, all you need
to do is place 3 of your game pieces
in a row horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

TM

4 SPOT
TIC TAC TOE
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NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

TM

TM

LENGTH: 8’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 7’
WEIGHT: 50 LBS.
LENGTH: 4’
WIDTH: 8’
HEIGHT: 6’
WEIGHT: 68 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Whack-a-Mole, the new game from Inflatable 2000. This design is our interpretation of the traditional
reaction game which has a long history as an arcade game. The reason it has never “made it” as a
rental product is because it has always been rather heavy and cumbersome to move around. Yet again,
Inflatable 2000 has overcome that problem and we have developed a truly mobile, inflatable version of
the game which is fast and easy to erect. There are no solid or fixed parts inside, it is totally inflated with
some secret little ways of making it work! That means it packs down to almost nothing. The blower is
also nearly silent!
This Whack-a-Mole game is fantastic for 1 vs 1 or 2 vs 2 players. The idea is to start by having an equal
number of moles visible on each side. Players then hit the moles on their heads as fast as they can so
that the opposite player has more moles above the surface than you do. As you hit one down, the one
on the other side will raise up. After 20 seconds or so, the player with the most moles hit down is the
winner.
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WHACK-A-MOLE

ActionWorldIntl.com

Whack-a-Wall is an awesome new inflatable game from Inflatable 2000 that combines speed, accuracy,
agility, dexterity, fitness and FUN!!!! A twist on both Reaction Walls and the traditional Batak, the Whacka-Wall inflatable game is fast to erect and very lightweight. It is perfect for children’s parties, adult
events, corporate events, fun days, carnivals and much, much more. The Whack-a-Wall inflatable is a
great addition to any bouncy castle fleet because it is inexpensive and a lot of fun.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

WHACK-A-WALL
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

TM

LENGTH: 39’
WIDTH: 21’
HEIGHT: 12’
WEIGHT:646 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Have you ever wanted to try your Ninja or Leap Frog skills? Our classic Leaps & Bounds has become
one of the most popular interactive inflatable games in history! Featuring a series of four giant inflatable
balls which challengers must run or leap across from ball to ball like a frog to the other side! But
don’t worry if you fall off, this floor of the pit protected by our super-soft patented Zero Shock landing
mattress.
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LEAPS & BOUNDS

ActionWorldIntl.com

Sports Ball covers now available for your 3-ball and 4-ball Leaps & Bounds! Are you having a World
Series event, order all baseball covers. Having a March Madness event, order all basketballs. Or if you
want to offer your clients a sports themed event, you can order the combo pack. Note: 3-ball sports
pack does not come with Tennis Ball). Leaps & Bounds sports themed banner also available.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

LEAPS & BOUNDS
SPORTS
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

TM

LENGTH: 56’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 25’
PLATFORM HT: 16’

LENGTH: 31’
WIDTH: 27’
HEIGHT: 15’
WEIGHT: 840 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) JOUSTING STICKS
(2) HEADGEAR
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Throughout history, a jousting beam, in one form or another, has provided wild entertainment and
competition for thousands of fans and competitors alike! Now for the first time ever, you have both the
thrill of battling your opponent from great heights with the safety of falling on our patented Zero Shock™
air bag system.
It starts off with families and friends combating one another, but by the end of the day, it has
become a free-for-all with everyone wanting to take down the ‘King-of-the-Hill’. Great for Company
Picnics, Church Fundraisers, School Events and Carnivals!
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BATTLE ZONE

ActionWorldIntl.com

Also Available in
GRAFFITI THEME
(additional cost)

The Jump Off is a huge Base jump style amusement designed to perform like you are base jumping from
building ledge. Look down at the red bull’s-eye that shows you exactly where to jump into the super-soft
Zero Shock™ landing zone and jump—if you dare! For those who can’t muster up the courage to Jump
have the option to return to the bottom of The Jump Off via the Chicken Slide next to the stairs!
Our patented Zero Shock™ landing system is based on a series of vertical pillar-shaped inflated crumple
tubes, which act like huge shock absorbers. When grouped together in a landing area they create a soft
cushioning effect cradling the jumper upon impact.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

THE JUMP OFF
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

TM

LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 13’ 6”
PLATFORM HT: 8”
W/ 5’ DROP
WEIGHT: 399 LBS.

LENGTH: 22’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 17’
PLATFORM HT: 11”
W/ 5’ 6” DROP
WEIGHT:582 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Calling all Junior Daredevils! Due to popular demand, we have created the all new Cliff Jump Jr. for the
little ones and absolutely perfect for birthday parties with it s all new compact size! Weighing in at only
400lbs, this new and compact Cliff Jump Jr. is perfect for all events.

Calling all Cliff Jumpers!
Are you brave enough to scale the cliff and jump off the rocky summit? The Cliff Jump is a climbing and
jumping amusement game designed to look like an imposing gray rock wall cliff. Start by climbing up the
narrow cliff stairs to the top of the cliff. Look down at the red bull’s-eye that shows you exactly where to jump
into the super-soft Zero Shock™ landing bag and jump—if you dare!

Are you brave enough to scale the cliff and jump off the rocky summit? Start by climbing up the narrow
cliff stairs to the top of the cliff. Look down at the red bull’s-eye that shows you exactly where to jump into
the super-soft Zero Shock™ landing bag. Our patented Zero Shock™ landing system is based on a series
of vertical pillar-shaped inflated fingers, which act like huge shock absorbers. When grouped together in a
landing area they create a soft cushioning effect similar to jumping into water.

27

CLIFF JUMP JR

ActionWorldIntl.com

Our patented Zero Shock™ landing system is based on a series of vertical pillar-shaped inflated pop-ups,
which act like huge shock absorbers. When grouped together in a landing area they create a soft cushioning
effect cradling the jumper upon impact.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

CLIFF JUMP
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
TM

TM

LENGTH: 38’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 350 LBS.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 22’
HEIGHT: 17’
PLATFORM HT: 11”
W/ 5’ 6” DROP
WEIGHT: 960 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) HARNESSES
(8) NERF FOOTBALLS
(4) CARABINERS
BUNGEE CORDS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

Calling all Daredevils! Daredevil Island is an ascending obstacle course with slide and Free-Fall
jumping platform combination designed with fun in mind! This island is filled with adventure for daredevils
young and old. First, climb your way up the stairs until you reach the jump platform. Will you slide down
the 12 foot slide or jump onto Zero Shock™ air bag? The choice is yours! The enclosed landing bag
features our patented Zero Shock™ air bag technology creating a safe landing for all to enjoy.
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DEVIL’S ISLAND

ActionWorldIntl.com

He’s at the 10, the 5….end zone, TOUCHDOWN!!!
Tugga Touchdown Football is one of Inflatable 2000’s latest interactive games with a twist. With two
opposing competitors against each other in a bungee tug-o-war, each player will dodge, juke, and jump
past defenders as they battle each other on the inflatable gridiron. Get past the defensive line and spike
the ball in the end zone! Do you have what it takes to achieve greatness?

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

TUGGA TOUCHDOWN
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 19’
HEIGHT: 24’
JUMP PLATFORM: 9’
SIDE PLATFORM: 15’
WEIGHT: 800 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
STAKES
TRANSPORT BAG
REPAIR KIT

TM

LENGTH: 38’
WIDTH: 24’
HEIGHT: 14’
PLATFORM HT: 13’ 4”
WEIGHT: 1,232 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(3) ZERO SHOCK™ AIR BAGS
(3) WATCH DOG SIREN
REPAIR KIT, STAKES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STEEL TRAPEZE SWING

Get ready to feel the Shock Wave! This gigantic jump and slide combination interactive is shaped like
a big tidal wave and features two action packed games in one. The first set of steps takes you up to
the jumping platform from which you leap into a Zero Shock™ Air Bag. Further up the second set of
steps to slide down and launch yourself into another Zero Shock™ Air Bag. The Tidal Wave combination
jump and slide features Our patented Zero Shock™ landing system is based on a series of vertical
pillar-shaped inflated crumple tubes, which act like huge shock absorbers. When grouped together in a
landing area they create a soft cushioning effect cradling the jumper upon impact.
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SHOCKWAVE JR.

ActionWorldIntl.com

Climb, slide, swing, jump and play! Jungle Gym features four exciting challenges in one game as well
as three jump zones cushioned by our patented Zero Shock™ air bag technology. The first Jungle Gym
challenge is a rock climbing wall that doesn’t require any harnesses or belay system. No need to worry if
you can’t scale the wall on your first try, there’s a super-soft Zero Shock™ landing Bag to cushion your fall.
The second challenge is to climb the stairs to the top of the Jungle Gym and jump onto the free-fall Zero
Shock™ landing Bag. The third challenge is to slide down the massive 15-foot slide, and the fourth and
final challenge is to grab the flying trapeze, swing through the air, and land on the Zero Shock™ Air Bag.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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JUNGLE GYM
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 26’
WEIGHT: 770 LBS.

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 26’
WEIGHT: 950 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) ROPES
(2) GRI GRI
(4) CARABINERS
(4) HARNESSES
REPAIR KIT
STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) ROPES
(2) GRI GRI
(4) CARABINERS
(4) HARNESSES
REPAIR KIT
STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

Extra climbing gear
sold separately

also available with
climbing all holds

Extra climbing gear
sold separately

also available with
climbing all holds

1-4 climbers at a time

1-4 climbers at a time

Ever dream of climbing Mt. Everest? Well come on up, you can’t beat the view from the top, and you
can see forever! Wearing your professional climbing gear, challenge your opponents to reach the top of
our giant 28 ft inflatable Rocky Mountain Climbing Wall. This is an amazing inflatable to test your fear
of heights and your climbing skills. Afraid of heights? No worry! You’re safely monitored and carefully
restrained from below. Participants grab and step onto ‘rocks’ protruding from the Inflatable Rocky
Mountain Climbing Wall while edging upward towards the summit. A five foot wide, three foot thick, air
cushion surrounds the base for additional safety.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN
DELUXE

ActionWorldIntl.com

Ever dream of climbing Mt. Everest?
Well come on up, you can’t beat the view from the top and you can see forever. Wearing your professional
climbing gear, challenge your opponents to reach the top of our giant 26 ft inflatable Rocky Mountain
Climbing Wall. This is an amazing inflatable to test your fear of heights and your climbing skills. Afraid of
heights? No worry! You’re safely monitored and carefully restrained from below. Participants grab and step
onto ‘rocks’ protruding from the Inflatable Rocky Mountain Climbing Wall while edging upward towards
the summit. A five foot wide, three foot thick, air cushion surrounds the base for additional safety.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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ROCKY
MOUNTAIN 26
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

100% Foam
Ball (12 lbs)

High Pressure
Inflated Pedestals

100% Foam
Ball (12 lbs)

(holding up to 300lbs)

High Pressure
Inflated Pedestals
(holding up to 300lbs)

LENGTH: 29’
WIDTH: 29’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 450 LBS.
*Deflation zippers
in pedestals

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) HEADGEAR
12 LB. FOAM BALL
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

It’s big, it’s bold, and it’s extreme! It’s the Ultimate High Energy game. (4) Players climb atop their inflated
pads. One of the players grabs the “Wrecking Ball” and hurls it at their opponent in an attempt to knock
the player off of their inflated pad. As the Wrecking Ball” swings back, try and grab it! The player, who
grabs it first, then hurls it at another player, trying to knock that player off. The last player standing is the
champion.
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WRECKING BALL
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LENGTH: 29’
WIDTH: 29’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 450 LBS.

It’s big, it’s bold, and it’s extreme! It’s the Ultimate High Energy game. (4) Players climb atop their inflated pads. One of the
players grabs the “Wrecking Ball” and hurls it at their opponent in an attempt to knock the player off of their inflated
pad. As the “Wrecking Ball” swings back, try and grab it! The
player, who grabs it first, then hurls it at another player, trying
to knock that player off. The last player standing is the champion.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) HEADGEAR
12 LB. FOAM BALL
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

WRECKING BALL
(no art)
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

Inflated pedestals

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(4) HEADGEAR
12 LB. FOAM BALL
FOAM BALL, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG, STAKES

LENGTH: 24’
WIDTH: 27’
HEIGHT: 16’
WEIGHT: 572 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(4) HEADGEAR
(4) INFLATED PEDESTALS
12 LB. FOAM BALL
FOAM BALL, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG, STAKES

Smaller Footprint and Netted walls improves this money maker!
One of the players grabs the “Wrecking Ball” and hurls it at their opponent in an attempt to knock the
player off of their pad. As the “Wrecking Ball” swings back, try and grab it! The player, who grabs it first,
then hurls it at another player, trying to knock that player off. The last player standing is the champion. A
smaller footprint and netted walls improves this proven Money Maker!

37 WRECKING BALL 2

LENGTH: 42’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 795 LBS.

ActionWorldIntl.com

It’s two of our most popular interactive inflatable games in one!
Enjoy all the rockin’ good times of the Rock N Roll to challenge your balance plus the wild fun of the
Wrecking Ball. This interactive game includes a Wrecking Ballin the center and two Rock N Roll pedestals
on either side. With so many ways to lose your balance on this combination game, we challenge you not
to fall down laughing!
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

DOUBLE
WRECKING BALL
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
TM

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
Motorized Log Available
fora dditional cost

LENGTH: 19’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 7’ 6”
WEIGHT: 375 LBS.

LENGTH: 32’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 450 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) HEADGEAR
STEEL FRAME W/ AXLE ASSEMBLY AND
DISC BRAKE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG, STAKES

Steel framework with axel
assembly and disc brake

Protective
cover sheet

Inflated safety floor
with cut-outs for log
roll framework

Foam covers
for disc brake
and axel ends

Beware of the Gators and Piranha!
They’re hungry and are going to get you if you fall off Inflatable 2000 Inc.’s, LAGOON OF DOOM. Test your
agility and endurance when you climb on the foam log, making it spin on its axle. Attempt to keep your
balance, as your opponent tries spinning faster, trying to spin you off. Meanwhile, the lagoon creatures are
nipping at your heels trying to make a meal of you. Will your partner take the plunge before you do?

39 LAGOON OF DOOM

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(16) BALLS
(2) ADULT BUNGEE CORDS
(2) CHILD BUNGEE CORDS
(4) HARNESSES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

ActionWorldIntl.com

High energy for up to 4 players.
Object: Teams of two (with teammates kitty-corner from each other facing their opponent) start with (4)
team colored balls in each lane of the inflatable. When the referee blows the whistle, each player is in a
mad dash to pass their balls through the holes in the netting in front of them which separates them from
their opponent. At the conclusion, the team with the least amount of balls in their lane wins! The zany
catch to this game is that each player is wearing a harness that is attached to abungee cord which is attached to the opponent next to them!

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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RAPID FIRE
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

LENGTH: 40’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 435 LBS.

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 8’
WEIGHT: 427 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) HARNESSES
SET OF BUNGEE CORDS
(2) VELCRO BATONS
(4) BASKETBALLS
BACKING PLATES
CARABINERS, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG, STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) HARNESSES
SET OF BUNGEE CORDS
(4) VELCRO BATONS
BACKING PLATES
CARABINERS, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG, STAKES

The safe and competitive alternative to bungee jumping!
Test your strength! Wearing a harness with a giant bungee cord attached, opponents run side by side
down the long inflatable runway. The object is to see who can get the farthest down their lane and place a
Velcro baton on the center strip before the cord drags, rolls, blasts and bounces them back to the starting
position.
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BUNGEE RUN

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

ActionWorldIntl.com

Bungee Hoop Shootout is great because it’s like two games in one!
It’s a Bungee run and basketball game all wrapped into one. Two players get harnessed up to a bungee
cord. When the attendant blows the whistle or gives the command to start, each player grabs a basketball
and races down their lane to see who can make the basket before the bungee cords reach the end and
blasts the player back to the start of the game.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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BUNGEE HOOP
SHOOTOUT COMBO
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 7’
WEIGHT: 598 LBS.

LENGTH: 17’
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 9’
WEIGHT: 725 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(3) HARNESSES
SET OF BUNGEE CORDS
(6) VELCRO BATONS
BACKING PLATES
CARABINERS, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG, STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) LADDERS
STEELWORK HARDWARE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

This is a race against your opponent and a test of your own skill.
Two competitors try to climb up the rope ladder. The one who makes it to the top first wins. Of course, if
you fall, there is a nice soft inflatable floor to catch you. Universal in appeal, this interactive has a large
potential for fund-raising events and great for prize give-a-ways! It is also very challenging, physical, and a
great test of balance and coordination for all ages and a lot of fun!
The 3-lane Bungee Run is played with three players
who are in a mad dash to see who can get their Velcro baton the farthest down the lane. 3 players get
harnessed up to a set of bungee cords and when the attendant blows the whistle or gives the command to
start, they run down the lane to see how far they can get before the bungee cord stretches to its capacity
and blasts them back to the starting point. This is a great addition to any team building activity.
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3-LANE
BUNGEE RUN
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The ladders are made of stretch resistant poly rope, the wooden rungs have a long-wearing finish,
the wedge shaped mat is made of 18 ounce coated fabric, and the frame is heavy steel. The frame is
completely portable and requires no staking. Frame sections sleeve together. When dismantled, they
easily fit into the back of a pick-up truck with the mat and blower.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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JACOB’S LADDER
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

LENGTH: 24’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 4’
WEIGHT: 350 LBS.

LENGTH: 24’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 4’
WEIGHT: 275 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) PILLOWS
STEEL PADDED BEAM
(2) HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) STEEL JOUST PODIUMS
(2) FUGAL STICKS
(2) HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Gladiators Ready!
Players can challenge each other as they each climb up onto their pedestal. Using oversized joust poles,
each player attempts to strike, swat and nudge each other off, in an effort to be the winner! We’ve added
an extra retaining wall for added safety. Why not add our Pillow Bash extension (sold separately). You’ve
now got two games in one!

45 GLADIATOR JOUST
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Pillow Bash is an inflated version of an old fashion pillow fight.
The game that brothers, sisters and kids have played at home for years. The Pillow Bash puts two contestants on a vinyl, foam covered beam, over a giant inflatable mattress to see who gets knocked off first.
Pillow Bash beam can be purchased separately if you already have Inflatable 2000 Inc.’s Gladiator Joust
game.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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PILLOW BASH
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
TM

Boxing Gloves
Sold Separately

LENGTH: 20’
WIDTH: 20’
HEIGHT: 8’
WEIGHT: 255 LBS.

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 35’
HEIGHT: 8’
WEIGHT: 740 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(4) HEADGEAR
(16) VELCRO BATONS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to the main event! For tonight,
we have an exciting match for you. In the Blue corner, weighing
198 lbs., we have a senior starting football player. And in the Red
corner, weighing 105 lbs., we have a varsity cheerleader. Are you
ready to rumble!!
Sparing contestants enter the inflatable ring wearing over-sized
boxing gloves. When the referee sounds the bell, the contestants
start their bout. The first boxer to knock down their opponent
within three, one minute rounds is the champ. Hilarious to watch
and just as much fun for spectators as it is for participants. The fun
begins when the contestants hilariously and clumsily try to ‘box’
their opponent. Forget about those old fashioned pillow fights. It’s
time to duke it out and take home the championship belt.
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BOUNCY BOXING
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This is a 2-4 player game.
There are four lanes to choose from. Each participant enters the attraction wearing their protective
head gear and goes to the side they choose. They line up in the center near the rope. When the operator blows the whistle or gives the command to start, each player races to the top using the rope
and grabs one of the four colored batons for their lane. Once the player has the first baton, they slide
down to the same area where they started from and places the first baton on the Velcro strip located
on the top of the wall and then proceeds back to the top to retrieve another baton. The first player to
have all of their colored batons placed, is declared the winner!

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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RACE TO THE TOP
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

Inflatable arena sold separately

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

Sumo mat and Suits are sold separately.
Must have Mat when buying Arena

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 30”
WEIGHT: 155 LBS.

LENGTH: 14’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 2’
WEIGHT: 210 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
ARENA
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
(2) HELMETS
(4) MITTENS
(1) 14’ X 14’ FOAM MAT
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES
Our inflatable Sumo Arena is the perfect answer
when thinking safety!

You’ve see those huge sumo wrestlers on television;
well now you can be one without gaining all that weight. Simply step into a foam padded Sumo Suit,
seeing yourself three times your actual size, put on the helmet and mitts, walk out onto the mat and
you’re ‘there’. A referee starts the match and the two 400 lb. competitors push, pull, trip and grab their
opponent to bring them down to the mat or push them out of the ring. The victorious wrestler gets the
crowd into a frenzy by then leaping on top of the defeated wrestler as the referee declares the winner.

49 SUMO WRESTLING
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The key feature of the Sumo Safety Arena is to
keep everyone involved safe. The Arena keeps
participants from falling outside of the protective
foam wrestling mat. It also keeps bystanders
at a safe distance by providing a safety buffer.
Our unique wedge-shaped design makes it safe
for the participants to land only partially on the
inflated surface. It also makes it much easier to get
participants back on their feet! Participants and
operators can easily walk in and out of the Sumo
Safety Arena via a single opening at the corner of
the unit.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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SUMO WRESTLING
ARENA
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
TM

5’ Foam bowling pins
5’ Foam bowling pins

LENGTH: 40’
WIDTH: 17’
SPHERE: 9’ DIAMETER
WEIGHT: 360 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
INFLATABLE LANE
(1) TURBO PUMP
(6) 5’ BOWLING PINS
(1) ZORBIE BALL
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

LENGTH: 40’
WIDTH: 17’
HEIGHT: 5’
WEIGHT: 375 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
4’ STEEL BOWLING BALL
(6) 5’ BOWLING PINS
HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

This is bowling super sized! Climb into this 4’ steel bowling ball and have your friends roll you down the
40’ lane as if you were a human bowling ball! If your’e lucky, you’ll roll a strike!
Add our Zorbie ball and you’ve turned your game into a Bubble Bowling. You’ve now got two games in
one.
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HUMAN BOWLING
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No bowling alley around?
No problem; we have Bubble Bowling... Just climb inside our
Zorbie Ball like a hamster and instantly, you are the bowling
ball. Run down the alley and try to make a STRIKE! You’ll be
laughing so hard, you’ll have a hard time making the ball go
where you want it to. Why not add our 4’ steel bowling ball,
and you’ve got Human Bowling. Now you’ve got two games in
one.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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BUBBLE BOWLING
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

TM

LENGTH: 100’
WIDTH: 33’
HEIGHT: 9’
WEIGHT: 561 LBS.

LENGTH: 75’
WIDTH: 18’
HEIGHT: 9’
WEIGHT: 422 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(1) DIDA PUMP
(2) ZORBIE BALLS
(2) HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(1) DIDA PUMP
(2) ZORBIE BALLS
(2) HEADGEAR
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

A race track for the Zorbie Balls that not only protects them,
but is an absolute blast for kids and adults of all ages! The C4 (Criss Cross Collision Course™) is a whopping 100 ft long and has nearly 250’ of racing lane action. The game can competitively accommodate 2
Zorbie Balls at a time, and is filled with loads of obstacles and varied terrains. For an added splash, the
C4 has four water traps that can be filled with a couple of inches of water that add a whole new dimension to the game! You see, when the player transitions from the dry track to the water trap, they hydroplane over the water and can lose traction allowing them to slow down and even lose total momentum,
causing them to spin without gaining any ground for a short time. This can be all that is required for the
other player to catch up and pass the other player. The game operator as well as spectators can stand
near the middle of the game and have a clear view of the players as they race to victory lane. Hours and
hours of fun!
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CRISS CROSS
COLLISSION COURSE 100
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A race track for the Zorbie Balls that not only protects them,
but is an absolute blast for kids and adults of all ages! The C4 (Criss Cross Collision Course™) is 75 ft long.
The game can competitively accommodate 2 Zorbie Balls at a time, and is filled with loads of obstacles
and varied terrains. For an added splash, the C4 has four water traps that can be filled with a couple of
inches of water that add a whole new dimension to the game! You see, when the player transitions from
the dry track to the water trap, they hydroplane over the water and can lose traction allowing them to slow
down and even lose total momentum, causing them to spin without gaining any ground for a short time.
This can be all that is required for the other player to catch up and pass the other player. The game operator as well as spectators can stand near the middle of the game and have a clear view of the players as
they race to victory lane. Hours and hours of fun!

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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CRISS CROSS
COLLISSION COURSE 75
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

Extra climbing gear
sold separately

LENGTH: 16’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 750 LBS.

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 24’
WEIGHT: 700 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STEEL WORK
HEADGEAR
FOAM PADDED ALUMINUM BULL
BUNGEE CORDS, ROPES,
REPAIR KIT, TRANSPORT BAG STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) ROPES
(2) GRI GRIS
(4) CARABINEERS
(4) HARNESSES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Our Bungee Bull is as much fun as the infamous mechanical bull but without the jarring and jerking.
Look up and not down if you’re afraid of heights.
Challenge yourself by climbing on our Cliff Hanger while being tethered from below by trained rope handlers to help you safely climb up and then back down. What a great view you’ll have as you reach the 24
ft. top of this amazing game. Everyone will want to try this crowd pleasing favorite.
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CLIFF HANGAR

ActionWorldIntl.com

Participants ride on a foam-padded bull and hang on for dear life while fellow cowpoke pull four bungee
cords, attempting to safely toss you off onto an inflatable mattress to cushion your fall... because you will
fall. Hold on tight for the ride of your life! Great for team building, as the teams pull on the cords trying to
knock the opponent off, saving you money on extra labor. Each Bungee Bull’s body is hand fabricated
of aluminum to reduce weight and increase durability, all other main components are hand crafted and
engineered of steel for strength and durability.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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BUNGEE BULL
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

Up charge for
camouflage vinyl

Up charge for
bullet hole artwork

Custom
Sizes Available
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XTREME
LASER TAG

ActionWorldIntl.com

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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XTREME
LASER TAG
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES
TM

Sold separately

This laser tag system fills your client’s need to experience dynamic, interactive modern entertainment,
while at the same time keeping your operation simple and costs low. The X-Blaster is a pick-up-and-go,
lightweight, Blaster-only laser game for all ages with all electronics built in so you can be making money in
minutes.
It is ‘BLASTER ONLY’ - there is no need for a traditional vest (vest can be added as an option if you want a
more traditional laser tag game). Inside this smart blaster are all the laser tag game elements like main processor board, IR light emitter, IR sensors, scoring display, speaker, flashing lights and the latest technology
Li-ION (Lithium Ion) lightweight battery for long reliable life. Teams are easy to distinguish with X-Blasters
whether in bright light or darkened conditions.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SPIKES FOR FASTENING REPAIR KIT
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
GUNS SOLD SEPARATELY

X-Blasters are the only laser tag guns on the market which are available in a rainbow of colors (other than
the traditional black). You can have your set in red, green, blue, yellow, gray, olive, or two tone on special
request (or for the traditionalist - black).
Durable & Safe. Each x-blaster has a solid state trigger (no moving parts) and is equipped with two handed safety interlock to prevent players from waving the blaster around. Our lightweight design and a rubber
nose cone make a large improvement on safety.
MOTHERS make the Decision!! Mothers do not want their children to be a part of military oriented combat
with black, heavy, military style laser tag guns. Our X-blasters are designed to keep both the mothers and
the kids happy - lightweight, safe and colorful with LOTS of features. We know that your clients (mothers
who pay the bills) will base their buying decision on the ‘look and feel’ of the product. They decide if their
kids are going to play at your center.
Make the decision easy - X-Blaster laser tag is a great game and fun for all the family.
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LASER GUNS
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Our bunkers can be used for Outdoor Laser Tag or Paintball!
Our bunkers are built using 24oz heavy-duty reinforced PVC-coated
polyester. All seams are heat welded and include inflation valves and
anchor point to fasten to the ground. Choose from our many standard turn-key bunker packages, tactical (military) packages, purchase
individually or create your own customized playing field.
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LASER BATTLE /
PAINT BALL BUNKERS
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INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

INFLATABLE INTERACTIVES

TM

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 7’
WEIGHT: 300 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(8) STREAM MACHINE
WATER GUNS
(2) BUCKETS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES
Foam Arena

• 20’x20’ Inflatable Arena (with foam look)
• 20’x20’ Inflatable Arena (without foam look)
• Larger sizes and color choices available
• Water tight removable liner available (for no mess indoor
events)
• Foam concentrate available in various scents and colors

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

(FOAM MACHINE OR FOAM CANON SOLD SEPERATELY)
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FOAM ARENA
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A fun and exciting water game to add to any company picnic or
backyard party. Players use Stream Machines to try to soak others
in the maze and get them wet. Up to 8 players at a time go in the
maze, either as individuals or in teams. Cool fun for “kids” of all
ages.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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LENGTH: 86’
WIDTH: 12’ 6”
HEIGHT: 20’
TOTAL WEIGHT:
1,570 LBS
LENGTH: 15’
WIDTH: 15’
WEIGHT: 125 LBS.

INCLUDES:
(1) COLD-AIR CAMOUFLAGE MATTRESS
W/ ZERO SHOCK TECHNOLOGY
(1) SEALED-AIR ZIPLINE FRAME
(1) B-AIR BLOWER
(4) DIDA INFLATORS
(1) PRESSURE GAUGE
(1) FOAM PEDESTAL EXIT STEP
(5) CARABINERS AND T-BAR HANDLE
STEEL BRAIDED CABLE, TROLLEY,
RETURN ROPE, COLD AIR CAMOUFLAGE
STAIRCASE, REPAIR KIT, STORAGE BAG
AND STAKES

Deluxe Spinning
Wheel sold separately

Climb the stairs to the top platform and get attached to the Zipline cable and experience the exhilarating
thrill as you zoom down the Zipline like you were Indiana Jones. Everyone loves flying through the air and
anyone can do it. The thrill of Ziplining has been around for years and Ziplines are popping up all over the
U.S. so we’ve come up with a portable, inflatable version. Best of all, there’s no need for steel or excess
weight! With our revolutionary “sealed air” frame, we’ve eliminated the need for a heavy steel frame that
takes time to set up and extra space in your vehicle. The “sealed air” frame keeps the unit from collapsing
from the weight of the rider, whereas an entirely cold air Zipline would be too big and heavy to maneuver
to keep your rider safe.
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INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Bend, Twist, Stretch!
This clever new twist on an old classic game is perfect for any occasion and fun for all ages. Hand
constructed from the finest heavy-duty industrial vinyl and double stitched to ensure that your Human
Pretzel will last for many years to come. The circles are multiple colors for authenticity. The inflatable
mattress is easy to store, and most importantly, safe! Up to ten players can participate in this ultimate
test of dexterity and balance making this game a great way to keep everyone enthralled in the action.
The game show style wheel is constructed form a high grade medium density fiber board wood, with
stainless steel pins. The graphics on the wheel are printed in a large media format and a high gloss
laminate for an overall outstanding quality and presentation.
The spinner wheel is 3’ tall and 24” wide on the wheel. Spin the wheel to determine which
corresponding limb and color each contestant will have to place on one of the many circles. Treat your
friends, guests, clients, or co-workers to the time of their life at your next party or event

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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ZORB BALL

TM

DIAMETER: 9’
WEIGHT: 110 LBS.

DIAMETER: 13’
WEIGHT: 110 LBS.

INCLUDES:
HEADGEAR
AVAILABLE IN PVC OR TPU

INCLUDES:
(1) TURBO PUMP
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG

Pump sold separately

Mesh track

The original water walker, designed for land, lakes, harbors, rivers or sea.
The original water walker is the most exciting new sports/exercise medium out on the market. Surf the
river, whitewater, ride the ocean waves, or take a leisurely walk on a quiet lake. Water Wheelz is a human
powered inflatable water wheel that is great fun and great exercise! The Water Wheelz has a mesh track
that runs along the center to allow you to build up speed or to slow yourself down.

Welcome to the wacky world of Zorbie ball racing.
Challenge your friends to one of the most insane races you’ll ever experience. After your Zorbie ball has been
inflated, this ball stands 9 ft tall and is like a cushioned igloo. Once you get inside you’ll understand the term
“human hamster ball”. The idea, which sounds crazy, is to put it at the top of a slope (we suggest a gentle
one with no obstructions on the way down), get strapped in, and then roll down the hill trying not to toss your
cookies. Attendent(s) required.

VARIOUS SIZES
AVAILABLE

SNOW GLOBE

HUMAN FOOSBALL

DIAMETER: 9’
WEIGHT: 110 LBS.

LENGTH: 55’
WIDTH: 35’
HEIGHT: 8’
WEIGHT: 400 LBS.

INCLUDES:
(1) BLOWER
(6) ROPES
(12) WAIST
HARNESSES BALL
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Whose team can make the most goals?
Human Foosball is the life-size version of the popular table game played worldwide. Human Foosball
is the craziest teambuilding game to get your crowd working together. (12) Twelve players enter our 50
foot long by 30 foot wide inflatable foosball arena and become the participants in this fast-paced game.
Players are harnessed into place so they can only move side to side, just like the table version. Playing as
a team is essential for success.
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INCLUDES:
(1) BLOWER
BACKDROP
STRAPS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Encourage your guests to make a scene at your next event! Everyone will want to climb inside and create their
very own winter wonderland in this life-size snow globe. It’s a fun and unique way to create memories at all of
your special holiday as well as other events. Let guests take photos of themselves, family and friends playing and posing inside the giant snow globe. You can decorate the inside with holiday decorations, Christmas
trees, presents—anything you want! This 13.1 foot high and 14.7 foot wide inflatable easily holds 10-15 adults,
with room for trees and decorations. It’s the perfect interactive inflatable for any winter or holiday-themed
event. So let it snow, let it snow, let it snow!
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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SPEED CAGE
LENGTH: 15’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 11’
WEIGHT: 139 LBS.
INCLUDES:
(1) BLOWER
(3) SOFT BALLS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

The all time classic speed cage has gotten better with age.
This game is made for 3 sports; baseball, football and soccer. Comes with soccer back drop. Additional
sports theme such as baseball and football can be purchased separately.
*Radar sold separately.		

SPEED PITCH w/ CAP

DIAMETER: 27’
WEIGHT: 395 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

CHOICE OF HAT OR
FOOTBALL HELMET
LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 13’
WEIGHT: 200 LBS.
How fast can you throw a baseball?
Using a radar gun, see the speed in real time
with each throw. Kids and adults will love
the opportunity to play ball on this inflatable
baseball game. Great for carnival’s or school
events.
*Radar sold separately.

WITHOUT HAT
LENGTH: 14’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 10’
WEIGHT: 190 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(3) SOFT BALLS
BACKDROP
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

How’s your balance?
Think you can stand on your own two feet? I doubt it! Try standing on the center of the Rock N Roll with
other participants and see who falls off first. Two (2) players try to stand up while everyone else, wiggles
and giggles watching the other players lose their balance and fall off the center pedestal. Not to worry;
there’s a huge inflatable mattress surrounding the whole game so if you do fall, you’ll laugh all the way
down.
Visit our website to check out our New Video for Rock n Roll
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LENGTH: 39’
WIDTH: 24’
HEIGHT: 30’
JUMP PLATFORM: 11’
SIDE PLATFORM: 11’
INCLUDES:
(2) BLOWERS
STAKES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
REPAIR KIT

26’

LENGTH: 72’
WIDTH: 17’
HEIGHT: 26’
PLATFORM HT: 18’
WEIGHT: 1,250 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES
STRAPS

72’
32’

12’ 5”

Zero Shock US Patent No.: 7,357,728 B2

Get ready for a super splash or three! Have triple the slippin’ ‘n’ slidin’ party fun with the Triple Lindy Surf
N Slide. This extra-long wet and wild water slide and pool attachment works perfectly with the Triple Lindy
slide. Just remove the dry bumper and attach the Surf N Slide. Now you’ve got a hugetriple water slide
plus an extra long surf zone through three colorful arches ending in a large splash pool.
*** Standard Triple Lindy is a Dry Slide unless used with Surf N Slide attachment.
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TRIPLE LINDY
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This is a combination unit; you get two rides for the price of one! On one side is an 10′ h platform from
which participants jump into our patented Zero Shock™ Air Bag and on the other side is an 18 foot slide
with a kicker that will launch you into the another Zero Shock™ Air Bag. It’s surprising how much fun
kids and adults of all ages get out of simply jumping into the Zero Shock™ Air Bag. This is not as tall as
the SkySlide™, but it works on the same principle of flying through the air before landing into the Zero
Shock™ air Bag to cradle your landing.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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Tsunami 26’

LENGTH: 40’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 32’
SIDE PLATFORM: 21’
JUMP PLATFORM: 11’
WEIGHT: 485 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Tsunami 21’
Wet/Dry Slide

Get ready to feel the Shock Wave! This gigantic jump and slide combination interactive is shaped like a
tidal wave and features two games in one. The first set of steps takes you up to a gigantic jumping platform
from which you leap onto a Zero Shock jump pit. Farther up the second set of steps is a huge dry slide
down onto another Zero Shock landing pad. The Tidal Wave combination jump pit and slide features our
patented Zero Shock technology that consists of a series of pillar shaped cushions which create a supersoft and safe landing every time!
Zero Shock is a patented landing system based on a series of vertical pillar-shaped inflated air cylinders.
The pillars act like huge shock absorbers and grouped together in a landing area that creates a soft
cushioning effect similar to jumping into water. When the series of inflated pillars are landed on, they
crumple at exactly the right speed to absorb the impact. This is based on the design of the pillars which
allows for just the right amount of inflation. With too little air in them, they would crumple too quickly, and
the impact of the jump would not be absorbed. With too much air, they would not collapse enough causing
an impact from landing on an overly-inflated surface and possibly bouncing off. The Zero Shock technology
creates the correct amount of inflation in the air cushions to allow for the softest landing possible with
maximum protection and no bounce! Safe, soft and Zero Shock!
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Ride the wave on the
Tsunami Water Slide!
Perfect for those sizzling
summer days where adults
and kids will enjoy riding
this dual lane Tsunami
water slide all day.

26’
LENGTH: 47’
WIDTH: 182’
HEIGHT: 26’
PLATFORM HT: 15’
WEIGHT: 870 LBS.

21’
LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 20’
PLATFORM HT: 12’ 6”
WEIGHT: 705 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) SOAKER HOSE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) SOAKER HOSE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
STAKES

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
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TM

LENGTH: 90’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 31’
PLATFORM HT: 18’ 3”
WEIGHT: 1,658 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) SOAKER HOSE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

LENGTH: 65’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 27’
PLATFORM HT: 15’ 7”
WEIGHT: 1,100 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) SOAKER HOSE
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Large netted
jumping area

The Log Jammer Extreme Water Slide is much larger
version of the Log Jammer Slide. It includes a Surf ‘N
Slide water landing. Climb 20’ of rugged terrain including
logs, boulders and trees. At the top of your hike you
are faced with almost 60’ of an exhilarating water
slide! Beneath this massive water slide is an enclosed
jumping area. Two attractions for the price of one! What
better way to keep kids and adults entertained on a hot
summer day than a cool, refreshing water slide and a
day of jumping.
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LOG JAMMER
EXTREME

Climb the rugged terrain of logs, boulders and trees as you go for the ride of your life on the Log Jammer!
At 27’ tall, this slide can be used wet or dry, has a netted jumping area beneath the giant slide and will
accommodate kids as well as adults.

ActionWorldIntl.com

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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XL

Platform
Height 12’

XL

Platform
Height 12’
20’

20’

35’

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 14’ 5”
HEIGHT: 20’
PLATFORM HT: 12’
WEIGHT: 485 LBS.

35’
14’ 6”

14’ 6”

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER BAG
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER BAG
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Wave hello to some serious seaside fun! Mermaids and mermen will have a blast sliding down the Flipper
Dipper Inflatable Slide. Two friendly dolphins perched at the top of the slide are ready to catch a wave with
your guests. The ocean-themed slide features a large white wave at the top, two large smiling dolphins
and a large blue wave at the bottom. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with
safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

75 FLIPPER DIPPER XL

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 14’ 5”
HEIGHT: 20’
PLATFORM HT: 12’
WEIGHT: 485 LBS.

ActionWorldIntl.com

Ahoy matey!
Your crew will go overboard for the awesome Adventure Galley slide. This bright, colorful slide is designed
to resemble a pirate ship with a mast complete with two flags, a prow on the front and waves, portholes
and anchors all along the sides. The platform is encased in mesh for safety and has a red and white
striped cover featuring a pirate skull and crossbones! In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was
designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free”
materials.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

ADVENTURE
GALLEY XL
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LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 401 LBS.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 467 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Wave hello to some serious seaside fun! Mermaids and mermen will have a blast sliding down the Flipper
Dipper Inflatable Slide. Two friendly dolphins perched at the top of the slide are ready to catch a wave with
your guests. The ocean-themed slide features a large white wave at the top, two large smiling dolphins
and a large blue wave at the bottom. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with
safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 393 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Stars and stripes forever!
This bright and colorful slide features a gigantic monster truck at the top and a bank of tires with a banner
at the bottom. Patriotic sliders climb up through checkered flag-decorated arches, into the monster truck
and down the slide through another arch. This slide perfect for the 4th of July or any event with a patriotic
flair. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and
constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 421 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Ahoy matey! Your crew will go overboard for the awesome Adventure Galley slide. This bright, colorful slide
is designed to resemble a pirate ship with a mast complete with two flags, a prow on the front and waves,
portholes and anchors all along the sides. The platform is encased in mesh for safety and has a red and
white striped cover featuring a pirate skull and crossbones! In addition to all of these fun features, this slide
was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead
free” materials.
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INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

All aboard! Next stop silly sliding fun town. Welcome riders and sliders on board the Steamer Stan Inflatable
Slide. This slide is designed to look just like a railroad train complete with six wheels and a front engine with
a smiling face. Steamer Stan is blowing the whistle to announce it’s time for your party guests to get on
board. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and
constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 390 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

The Circus Time Inflatable Slide features four circus animals and fun bright colors. Two large gray
seals with colorful beach balls balanced on their noses welcome your guests to the ‘greatest slide on
earth!’ As they climb up to the colorful ‘big top’ they’ll see an elephant balancing on a ball under a tent
and flag. And when they slide they’ll ‘jump’ through a ‘flaming’ ring along with a friendly leaping circus
tiger! This slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest
quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

AWI SLIDES

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 402 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Something fishy is going on with the Under the Sea Inflatable slide. Make your next party or event an
undersea adventure with this silly sea life-themed slide. A friendly orange crab with waving crab claws
welcomes your guests into this colorful blue and green slide. And a big yellow octopus sits stop the
slide waving his tentacles at all the sliders. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead
free” materials.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 17’ 6”
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 371 LBS.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 405 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Make your next party truly magical with the Enchanted Castle Inflatable Slide. Princes and princesses
alike will love sliding through castle towers and arches. This slide has a castle design with two towers, two
arches and colorful red, yellow and purple sides. The top features illustrations of princesses and decorative
castle towers, and the full length is designed to resemble stone castle walls. Let the royal fun begin! This
slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz.
“lead free” materials.
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Get ready for some good ole’ fun down on the funny farm! Your party guests will go hog wild for the fun
barnyard-themed Funny Farm Inflatable Slide. This cheerful and bright slide features a large rooster and pig
perched atop a country picket fence. Party guests slide through the big red barn at the top, down a colorful
yellow and blue slide and down into the grassy farm yard with the animals. In addition to all of these fun
features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest
quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

AWI SLIDES
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LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 390 LBS.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 375 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Fun under the sun is yours with the tropical island-themed Life’s a Beach Inflatable Slide. Kids of all
ages will love this bright, sunny slide with two large palm trees connected by a large green arch. The top
features a big, bright sun and a cute lizard hanging out in a hammock. The sides are decorated with green
and yellow wavy stripes on a large blue base. The front of this colorful slide is decorated with tropical
forest-like stripes. This slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only
the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 17’ 6”
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 353 LBS.

LENGTH: 27’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 18’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
WEIGHT: 371 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Who will be the Lucha Libre Splash Inflatable Slide champion? Luchadores can slide down this super water
slide and make a splash to find out. Whoever makes the biggest splash wins! This inflatable slide features
a large luchador in a purple and yellow mask. His long arms make up the sides of the slide and in his hands
he holds the giant championship belt. The Lucha Libre Splash Inflatable Slide is perfect for parties for Lucha
Libre fans of all ages. This slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only
the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.
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Step into the Shark Tank Inflatable Slide for some silly sliding fun. There’s nothing fishy about having a
giant shark at your next party or event, because this fish will make a big splash with all your guests. Watch
them laugh and smile when they see this large smiling shark complete with side fins, dorsal fin and tail. In
addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

ActionWorldIntl.com

Score big with sports fans with the super Sports Splash Inflatable Slide. Featuring basketball, soccer, baseball and football, your sports-loving guests will get a big kick out of this water slide. With its colorful red,
blue and green sides and bright yellow slide, this playful water slide will be a home run at your next party or
event. In addition to all of these fun features, this slide was designed with safety and durability in mind and
constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
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GIANT DOUBLE TUBE
WATER SLIDE
LENGTH: 75’
WIDTH: 19’
HEIGHT: 25’ PLATFORM HT: 22’
5”
WEIGHT: 2,400 LBS.

LENGTH: 17’
WIDTH: 16’
HEIGHT: 9’ 6”
PLATFORM HT: 5’ 6”
WEIGHT: 310 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE
STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG

Two tubes are always better than one! When sliding down this one, you’ll feel like time has stopped--and
then you’ll get back up and do it again. If you’re ready.

Looking for Summer Fun?
Tahiti Island is the place... just add water! Children 2-10 will enjoy this mini tropical island of fun as they
Climb, Slide and Splash around for hours of fun.

TM

LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 17’
HEIGHT: 9’
PLATFORM HT: 5’ 2”
WEIGHT: 286 LBS.

LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 18’
HEIGHT: 13’
PLATFORM HT: 5’ 6”
WEIGHT: 310 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
(2) SOAKER HOSES
STAKES
REPAIR KIT
STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG
Water slide with a twist!
Kids ages 2-14 will have a blast on our U-turn slide as they climb up to the top and slide down through the
tunnel and to the soft water landing on the other side. Can they beat their buddy on the opposite slide?
Wait and see…
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Your Own Backyard Splash Island!
Our Inflatable Splash Island is constructed for years of fun,
enjoyed by kids 3-12. Watch their eyes light up as they Climb,
Slide, Splash and Shoot Hoops! Simply hook up to your soaker
hose and you’ve created a cascade of water that makes this
slide double fun!
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE
STAKES
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORT BAG
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DELUXE BACKYARD WATER/
BALL PIT SLIDE

TM

LENGTH: 32’
WIDTH: 8’
HEIGHT: 13’
PLATFORM HT: 7’
WEIGHT: 200 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

The Deluxe Backyard Water/Ball Pit Slide is a classic here at Inflatable 2000 Inc.
It’s perfect for the backyard party. Kids climb up the back and slide down into a shallow pool/ball pit.
What a refreshing way to cool off on those hot summer days.

CRISS CROSS SLIDE
LENGTH: 43’
WIDTH: 24’
HEIGHT: 16’
PLATFORM HT: 12’ 5”
WEIGHT: 720 LBS.

Experience your own tropical getaway in this little slice of the Bahamas
(Steel drums and umbrella drink toppers not included). Palm Trees and beaches are the order of the season as you make your way down the double slip and slide to the coconut bowl splash landing . Everyday
is a holiday when Life is a Beach!

BUDGET SURF N
SLIDE

X marks the spot.
No, you won’t find treasure on this wild and wacky adventure but your guaranteed to find fun! Start on one
side and end out on the other as you race your friends down this two lane 16’ slide that criss crosses in the
middle. Bank down the turns and slide at high speeds to the waiting splash landing below.

AWI SLIDES

ActionWorldIntl.com

LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 5’
HEIGHT: 8’
WEIGHT: 168 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG
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LENGTH: 32’
WIDTH: 8’
HEIGHT: 13’
WEIGHT: 350 LBS.

A new twist on an old classic.
Our Budget Surf n Slide is everything but budget. With water cascading down, a single rider can run and
hop onto this single lane Surf N Slide and slide all the way to the end. An ideal way for kids and adults to
cool off this summer.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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INFLATABLE SLIDES

INFLATABLE SLIDES

DOUBLE LANE SURF N SLIDE
W/ POOL

TM

LENGTH: 35’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 9’
WEIGHT: 285 LBS.

Banked turn

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

The Surf N Slide w/ pool is a new twist on an old favorite.
The Double Lane Surf N Slide comes in a refreshing water blue color, has a fully netted wall at the end of
the pool area to keep riders safely contained for maximum safety and has 35’ of slick sliding action. This is
a great way to keep cool on those hot summer days. Perfect for young children up to adults!

DOUBLE LANE SURF N SLIDE

LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 19’
HEIGHT: 16’ 8”
WEIGHT: 352 LBS.

What better way to cool off this summer than on the brand new SideWinder
water slide. Curved at the bottom and a splash landing at the end, this slide is
great for family reunions, company picnics and birthday party fun!

TM

SLIDE N GLIDE

LENGTH: 32’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 9’
WEIGHT: 255 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

The Surf N Slide is a new twist on an old favorite. This double lane Surf N Slide comes in a refreshing water
blue color, has a fully netted wall at the end of the slide area to keep riders safely contained for maximum
safety and has 32’ of slick sliding action. Great way to keep cool on those hot summer days. Perfect for
children up to adults!
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LENGTH: 40’
WIDTH: 8’
HEIGHT: 13’
PLATFORM HT: 7’
WEIGHT: 250 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG
The Slide N Glide will be a big splash at your next event or party, as little ones climb up the back and slide
down to a water landing. The Slide N Glide is a new twist to our Backyard Water Slide and features a longer sliding area. What better way for kids to cool off this summer.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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OBSTACLE COURSES

OBSTACLE COURSES

LENGTH: 58’
WIDTH: 30’
HEIGHT: 24’
WEIGHT: 1,190 LBS.

LENGTH: 58’
WIDTH: 30’
HEIGHT: 24’
WEIGHT: 1,190 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Do you have a sweet tooth and a taste for fun? Get ready for two lanes of figure eight fun with the Sugar
Rush obstacle course. This candy-themed course is jam packed with colorful obstacles to climb up, over,
down and around. Sugar Rush is decadently decorated with candy, jellybeans and lollipops. Each fun-filled
lane features a slide that goes up and over a tunnel at the center of the course. The slides are decorated
on top with a giant tub of popcorn. Two large crossed cotton candy cones form the entrance. If you want a
delightfully delicious obstacle course at your next event, Sugar Rush is as sweet as it gets!

89

SUGAR RUSH

ActionWorldIntl.com

Get ready for two lanes of funny, figure eight fun, with the Krazy 8 obstacle course. This mad multi-colored
course is filled with kooky obstacles to climb up, over, down and around. Brightly-colored rings, columns
and tunnels fill the lanes with crazy cracked-up fun. Each loony lane also features a silly slide that goes up
and over a tunnel at the center of the course. If you want an exciting obstacle course at your next event,
Krazy 8 is a Krazy good time!

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

KRAZY 8
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OBSTACLE COURSES
TM

OBSTACLE COURSES
LENGTH: 131’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 19’

LENGTH: 81’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 16’
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) DIDA BLOWERS
(2) RED BALLS
GROUND STAKES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
REPAIR KIT

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
(1) DIDA BLOWER
(2) RED BALLS FOR A-FRAME
SWEEPER BEAM (INCLUDES MECHANICAL BASE
WITH MOTOR, TRANSMISSION, FOAM-PADDED
BEAM AND CONTROL SWITCH)
GROUND STAKES
TRANSPORTATION BAG
REPAIR KIT

TM

19’
19’

US Patent No. 7,357,728 B2
US Patent No. 8,425,338 B2

81’

The Corkscrew unit features two large side-by-side corkscrew tunnels that would-be warriors must
scramble through to advance to the next challenge. The A-frame unit has two red balls hanging from
the A-frame structure that you must navigate through or use to knock your opponent over. Challengers
must jump or swing across on the ball and rope or risk falling into the inflatable moat, which can be
filled with water, foam or ball-pit balls. The tire run unit features a series of fifteen inflatable tires that you
run through like a boot camp drill. Rugged warriors who make it past the first three obstacles then face
the Leap of Courage. To tackle this challenge, you must climb to the top of the jump tower and leap (if
you dare!) onto the Zero Shock™ free fall air Bag below. Our patented Zero Shock™ technology features
a series of inflated ‘fingers’ which safely cushion the daring free fall. The Sweeper unit features a series
of pop-ups to navigate around plus a sweeper beam. Players must jump over the Sweeper beam as it
rotates to advance through the course. The Corkscrew, tire run and sweeper units feature mesh sides as
well as inflatable sides to allow for maximum visibility. Warriors must then scale The Cliff using handles
that go up the vertical sides of the inflatable wall with a moat-style ball pit on either side. Finally, the
Rope Climb Slide is a boot-camp style rope climbing cargo net which warriors must scale before sliding
down to the end.
When all units are combined, the Rugged Warrior Challenge extends to an impressive 131 feet. Long on
courage, but short on space? The units can be connected via the 180 degree connector (sold separately)
to create a U-shaped course which reduces your overall length if you are short on space.
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RUGGED WARRIOR
CHALLENGE
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12’

131’

H

C
AT

MIX&M

US Patent No. 7,357,728 B2
US Patent No. 8,425,338 B2

All pieces can be purchased separately.

180°

A-Frame

The Cliff

Corkscrew

Leap of Courage

Rope Climb Slide

The Sweeper

Tire Run

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

RUGGED WARRIOR
CHALLENGE
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TM

All pieces can be
purchased separately.

TM

180°
The Sweeper
LENGTH: 24’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 9’
INCLUDES:
BLOWER, TRANSPORTATION BAG, REPAIR
KIT, STAKES, MECHANICAL BASE W/MOTOR,
TRANSMISSION, FOAM-PADDED BEAM AND
CONTROL SWITCH (144LBS).

LENGTH: 18’
WIDTH: 28’
HEIGHT: 4’ 6”
INCLUDES:
BLOWER, TRANSPORTATION
BAG, REPAIR KIT, STAKES

Leap of Courage
LENGTH: 25’
WIDTH: 12’
HEIGHT: 17’
PLATFORM HT: 10’
W/ 6’ DROP
INCLUDES:
BLOWER, TRANSPORTATION
BAG, REPAIR KIT, STAKES

Are you in the market for our original Boot Camp Challenge or looking to add some new pieces and make
yours bigger and better? We have added a few twists and turn to the Boot Camp Challenge and are now
offering all new “Mix & match” pieces that are sure to get your clients excited! The new pieces that are
available are The Sweeper, The Leap of Courage and the 180 degree (in camouflage) that turns your Boot
Camp Challenge into a whole new experience. When all units are combined, the Boot Camp Challenge
Extreme extends an impressive 135 feet. Long on courage, but short on space? The units can be
connected via the 180 degree connector (sold separately) to create a U-shaped course which drastically
reduces your overall length if space is tight.
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BOOT CAMP
CHALLENGE

ActionWorldIntl.com

If you already own the Inflatable 2000 Boot Camp Challenge, then we have all new Mix & Match pieces
available for you to add to your current obstacle course in camouflage. All pieces will fit with your existing
unit to make it over 130’ long!
When all units are combined, your Boot Camp Challenge can extend than impressive 130 feet. Long on
courage, but short on space? The units can be connected via the 180 degree connector (sold separately) to
create a U-shaped course which reduces your overall length if you are short on space.
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

BOOT CAMP
CHALLENGE
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OBSTACLE COURSES

LENGTH: 36’
WIDTH: 26’
HEIGHT: 18’
WEIGHT: 1,409 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES
LENGTH: 45’
WIDTH: 9’
HEIGHT: 15’
WEIGHT: 579 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

Teeter-totter Pivoting Bridge

This is a 2-4 player game.
Are you Ready to take on the mission? This two lane obstacle course is a one of a kind experience
allowing the participants to have the feeling that they are truly engaging in a war of dexterity. Battle your
opponent to victory as you make your way through the bricked wall entrance, down the path of stone
pillars, crawl throughs and passageways. The journey doesn’t end here as you reach the rock climb wall
leading to the uniquely designed teeter-totter pivoting bridge, then down the slide to the finish line!

95

BLACK OPS

ActionWorldIntl.com

Battle your opponent all the way through this 45’ obstacle course, starting at the inflated arches. After that
you encounter the pop ups, followed by a climbing wall and then to the top of the slide. Who has the fastest time to slide down and out?
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

DELTA FORCE 45
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OBSTACLE COURSES

3 LANE MEGA THRILL

LENGTH: 62’
WIDTH: 15’
HEIGHT: 13’
WEIGHT: 990 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
SOAKER HOSE, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

With the industry’s only 3 Lane Inflatable Obstacle Course.
Up to 3 people can race simultaneously. This gives you the ability to service your customers faster and
more efficiently, reduce wait times, and increase your profits. With its innovative design and “softer-rounded” appearance, it clearly stands out in the sea of “square” and ordinary obstacles. We’ve also added new
challenges and mixed up the order of the obstacles to make this a true one-of-a-kind experience!

LENGTH: 65’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 13’
WEIGHT: 670 LBS.

7 ELEMENT OBSTACLE COURSE

INCLUDES:
BLOWERS
REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

LENGTH: 34’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 11’
WEIGHT: 418 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES, REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG
Challenges you through (7) different types of obstacles. Racers start this Obstacle Course diving through
the wall,then squeeze through the pillar wall, around inflated side posts, scramble through tunnels, more
inflated walls and out the back to become the victor!
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AWI
OBSTACLE COURSES
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Ready? Set? Go!
Race your friends through this gigantic 65 Foot Obstacle Course. Start the obstacle course by climbing
through the blue entrance tunnel, then make your way through towers of blocks and tubes and climb
through tight tunnels. After going around, up and over and through this maze of multi-colored obstacles,
scramble up the blue climbing wall. Finally, slide to victory down the gigantic yellow slide. So much fun,
you’ll want to race again and again. Don’t let the bright, fun colors fool you. This obstacle course is a
serious workout.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

OBSTACLE
COURSE 65’
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COMBOS

COMBO SLIDE
OBSTACLE TWIST

COMBOS

LENGTH: 19’
WIDTH: 21’
HEIGHT: 15’
WEIGHT: 458 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES,
REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG

CASTLE COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

ADVENTURE COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

This combo has (4) activities packaged into one fun unit. The fun starts when the kids enter the jumping
area. From there, they enter the obstacles which consist of inflated humps, pillars, a log above and inflated
objects that stick out. After that, they climb to the top of the slide and slide down. Then back to the jumping area. What better way to keep them busy having fun?
PRINCESS COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

SPORTS COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

HULA COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

AWI COMBOS

LENGTH: 31’
WIDTH: 11’
HEIGHT: 15’
WEIGHT: 325 LBS.

JUNGLE COMBO TWIST
19L’ x 16’W x 15’H 350 Lbs.

Our Combo twists are packed full of inflatable fun. Kids enter
the jumping area and proceed to the climbing area where
finally the slide down back into the jumping area. Great for
birthday parties or pay to play events.
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3-IN-1 COMBO

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES, REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG

ActionWorldIntl.com

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES, REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG
Our 3 in 1 Combo is packed full of inflatable fun. Kids enter the jumping area and proceed to the climbing
area where finally the slide down the slick slide Great for birthday parties or pay to play events.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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JUMPERS

JUMPERS
LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

Ahoy matey!
Your crew will go overboard for the awesome Adventure Galley bounce house. This bright, colorful
bounce house is designed to resemble a pirate ship with masts, waves, portholes—even a pirate skull and
crossbones! So get all your shipmates on board for a high-seas high-fun adventure with the Adventure
Galley inflatable bounce house. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed
with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

The Circus Time inflatable bounce house features circus animals and fun bright colors. Seals with
colorful beach balls balanced on their noses welcome your guests to the ‘greatest bounce house on
Earth!’ Jump in to this colorful ‘big top’ with an elephant balancing on a ball and a friendly circus tiger! In
addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with safety and durability in mind
and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.
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Wave hello to some serious seaside fun! Mermaids and mermen will have a blast bouncing in the
Flipper Dipper inflatable bounce house. Friendly dolphins perch on the top of this ocean-themed
bounce house which features large white waves, smiling dolphins and blue waves at the bottom. In
addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with safety and durability in mind
and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

ActionWorldIntl.com

Get ready for some good ole’ fun down on the Funny Farm! This cheerful and bright bounce house features
a rooster and a country picket fence. Party guests bounce in the big red barn with all the friendly farm animals. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with safety and durability in
mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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JUMPERS

JUMPERS
LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

Fun under the sun is yours with the tropical island-themed Life’s a Beach inflatable bounce house. Kids of
all ages will love this bright, sunny bounce house with palm trees, a big bright sun and a cute lizard hanging
out in a hammock. The Life’s a Beach inflatable bounce house will keep your guests happily bouncing
around all day long at your next party or event. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house
was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead
free” materials.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

Step into the Shark Tank Inflatable bounce house for some silly bouncing fun. It will make a big splash with
all your guests. Watch them laugh and smile when they bounce and play with the large smiling shark in the
Shark Tank bounce house. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with
safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.
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Score big with sports fans with the super Sports Splash inflatable bounce house. Featuring basketball,
soccer, baseball and football, your sports-loving guests will get a big kick out of this sporty bounce house.
So colorful with red, blue, green and yellow sides, this playful bounce house will be a home run at your
next party or event. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with safety and
durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

ActionWorldIntl.com

All aboard! Next stop fun town. Welcome bouncers on board the Steamer Stan inflatable bounce house.
This bounce house is designed to look just like a railroad train complete with wheels and an engine with
a smiling face. Steamer Stan is blowing the whistle to announce it’s time for your party guests to get on
board. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with safety and durability in
mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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JUMPERS

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 200 LBS.
INCLUDES:
(1) BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

FUN HOUSE

MEDIUM 13’L X 13’W 160 LBS
LARGE 15’L X 15’W 190 LBS
The large Fun House is the perfect amount of bouncing
fun for an event. This spacious bounce house provides
more than 200 square feet of pure bounce, plenty of
room for participants to jump their way through the day!
Jumping is a great way to promote healthy activity for
kids of all ages and will keep kids entertained for hours
on end. The vinyl colors from each large Fun House can
be customized to fit all corporate needs or to match
any theme or party. This large bounce house is available in a manageable medium size as well.

EXTRA LARGE FUN HOUSE
Stars and stripes forever! Have some red, white and blue patriotic fun with The Patriot inflatable bounce
house. This bright and colorful bounce house features a gigantic monster truck and checkered flag-decorated sides. It’s also adorned with stars and stripes making this bounce house perfect for the 4th of July or
any event with a patriotic flair. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce house was designed with
safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz. “lead free” materials.

LENGTH: 13’
WIDTH: 13’
WEIGHT: 176 LBS.

14’ 4”L’ x 20’W x 12’H

This super spacious bounce house
provides more than 300 square feet of pure bounce,
plenty of room for participants to jump their way through
the day! Jumping is a great way to promote healthy
activity for kids of all ages and will keep kids entertained
for hours on end. The vinyl colors from each extra-large
Fun House can be customized to fit any corporate needs
or any theme or party. Available in more manageable
sizes: large and medium.

INCLUDES:
(1) BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES
REPAIR KIT, STRAPS
TRANSPORT BAG

INDOOR JUMPER
LARGE 15’L x 15’W x 10’H 190 lbs
MEDIUM 13’ X 13’ X 7’6” 160 LBS

The medium Fun House is the ideal amount of bouncing
fun for an event. This attractive and colorful jumper provides more than 150 square feet of pure bounce, plenty
of room for participants to jump their way through the
day! Jumping is a great way to promote healthy activity for kids of all ages and will keep kids entertained for
hours on end. The vinyl colors from each medium Fun
House can be customized to fit all corporate needs or
to match any party theme. This medium-sized jumper is
also available in a more spacious large size.

Make your next party or event an undersea adventure with the sea life-themed Under the Sea inflatable
bounce house. A friendly orange crab with waving crab claws and a big yellow octopus welcome your
guests into this colorful blue and green bounce house. In addition to all of these fun features, this bounce
house was designed with safety and durability in mind and constructed with only the highest quality 15 oz.
“lead free” materials.
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EXTRA LARGE
CASTLE
20L’ x 20’W x 14’H 390 Lbs.

This will have your party guests
feeling like royalty in this
cavernous castle. Let your guests
bounce to their hearts’ content
in this brightly-colored jumper’s
huge 20’ by 20’ space. Eight large
mesh windows allow the royal
families to observe all the fun with
a full 360-degree view.

CASTLE

Medium 13’L’ x 13’W 160 Lbs.
Large 15’L’ x 15’W 190 Lbs.
The Castle 2 will let your attendees have a royal bouncing time in this bright and happy bounce house. Little
princes and princesses will rule in this brilliantly-colored
castle with hues of orange, blue, red, green and yellow,
perfect to suit any party theme, or to stand out during a
busy event. This easy-to-inflate bounce house is a great
way to promote safe exercise and healthy activity for
kids. The bounce house is the perfect way to combine
fun and healthy activity, and will add value to any Party

MINI CASTLE
8’ 4”L’ x 8’ 2”W x 7’ 10”H

Dream that big dream of what your perfect gift would be inside
Inflatable 2000 Inc.’s Gift Box Jumper. Whether it’s Birthday,
Graduation, or any special day, there’s no better way to spend
it than in your own Gift Box Jumper. Choose from many designs
which will have your customers beating down your doors to be
the first in their neighborhood to have their kids enjoying jumping
in their own ‘package’.

The Mini Castle inspires creativity, builds agility and promotes interaction. Encouraging children to observe
and to express themselves, to play and explore, helps them
learn and develop socially, physically and intellectually. Mini
Castle is made with high-visibility mesh around all sides
allows spectators to view easily. Unit manufactured with lite
n strong, the only 15 oz lightweight and fire resistant vinyl.
Safe. Fun. Durable.
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LENGTH:13’
WIDTH: 13’
HEIGHT: 15’
WEIGHT: 170 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, REPAIR KIT
TRANSPORTATION BAG
STAKES

AWI JUMPERS
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JUMPERS

MOVIE SCREENS

TM

LENGTH: 30’
WIDTH: 25’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 517 LBS.

16’ X 20’
(SCREEN SIZE10’ X 15’)
190 lbs

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES,
REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG
A Castle fit for royalty!
The Sorcerer’s Castle has a brick look printed into the vinyl and Knights on horses to give it an authentic
look. This large Castle is perfect for corporate events when a larger jumper is necessary. Children will have
a grand time ruling and making friends in this beautiful unit.

KNIGHT’S CASTLE

LENGTH: 14’
WIDTH: 14’
HEIGHT: 17’
WEIGHT: 220 LBS.
INCLUDES:
BLOWER
RAMP, STAKES,
REPAIR KIT,
TRANSPORT BAG

INFLATE-A-FLIX
AIR TIGHT
16’ X 20’
(SCREEN SIZE 176” X 100”) 10’ X 15’
190 lbs

REMOVABLE SHADE
NET INCLUDED.

Enter the Castle doors if you dare!
A modest step down from our Sorcerer’s Castle, this 14’ Castle has a brick look printed into the vinyl and
Knights on horses on the front columns. Perfect for those little ones that like to play Prince or Princess
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Inflate-a-Flix is the super-size, super-fun inflatable movie screen.
If you are looking for a professional movie theater experience, with a
portable screen, Inflate-a-Flix is the answer. These units are durable,
fire retardant, and are quick to setup.

This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.

INCLUDES:
BLOWER
STAKES
STORAGE BAG
REPAIR KIT
SCREEN

MOVIE SCREENS
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ASSORTED BLOWERS
TO CHOOSE FROM

BOWLING PINS

BOXING GLOVES
available in Red or Blue

BUNGEE HARNESS
ADULT

BUNGEE HARNESS
CHILD

BUNGEE RUN CORDS
set of 4

CARABINERS

CARNIVAL TENT

DELUXE
SPINNING WHEEL

DELUXE
SANDBAG COVER

DIDA BLOWER

EVERLAST
HEADGEAR

GRI GRI

HEAVY-DUTY
“E-Z HANDLER”

HEAVY-DUTY
STORAGE BAG

GO TO OUR WEBSITE FOR EVEN MORE ACCESSORIES!
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ACCESSORIES
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JOUST STICKS
available for Adults
and Children

MONSTER
MOVER

SAND BAG

SEWING AWL

SOAKER HOSE

12”, 18”, 24”, 30”
STAKES

STATIC ROPE FOR
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

SUMO HELMET

SUMO MAT

SUMO MITTS

TEAR AID

TEAR AID PATCH

VELCRO BATONS

VELCRO SUITS

WATER BAG

ZIPPY COOL

GO TO OUR WEBSITE FOR EVEN MORE ACCESSORIES!
This material and all products are covered by Action Word International, LLC. All rights
reserved. Designs, patents, logo, mark, products, pictures and product names are
registered trademarks of Action Word International, LLC. Publication 2016.
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Action World International
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. ACCEPTANCE: WE ACCEPT AND CONFIRM YOUR PURCHASE ORDER FOR THE ITEMS, GOODS AND PRODUCTS DESCRIBED
HEREIN. YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE SET FORTH ON THE FACE AND REVERSE SIDES HEREOF.
NO DIFFERENT OR ADDITIONAL TERMS ARE ACCEPTABLE BY Action World International UNLESS AGREED ON IN WRITING AND
SIGNED BY Action World International. THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER TERMS
AND CONDITIONS APPEARING ON BUYER’S PURCHASE ORDER OR ELSEWHERE AND APPLY TO ALL QUOTATIONS MADE AND
ORDERS ACCEPTED BY ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL UNLESS SPECIFICALLY STATED TO THE CONTRARY ON THE FACE OF
THIS CONFIRMATION OF ORDER. ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR CLERICAL
ERRORS MADE IN ANY QUOTATIONS, ORDERS OR PUBLICATIONS.
2. Payment: Payment shall be made as follows: Buyer must make a 50% deposit on the price of each custom made item or each
item not currently in stock. The balance is due prior to the date of shipping the item, which date will be provided to Buyer by Action
World International on the reverse side hereof or as soon as possible. For orders of equipment and items in stock, 100% payment
shall accompany Buyers return of this confirmation of Order. All funds for payment shall be in U.S. dollars in the form of cashier’s
check, money order, wire transfer, or Buyer’s credit card. Deposits, but not final payment, may be made in the form of buyer’s check,
payable to Action World International Shipments will not be made C.O.D. Action World International may refuse to manufacture any
item unless payment in full is first received whenever, on the sole discretion of Action World International there is doubt as to Buyer’s
ability to pay.
3. Shipment: The goods shall be shipped F.O.B. carrier Action World International’s factory, Azusa, CA. All risk of loss passes to
Buyer when Action World International delivers the order, or any portion thereof, to the carrier. If Buyer does not specify a preferred
method of shipment, Action World Internationa shall exercise sole discretion in selecting a method of shipment. Action World
International uses the services of major common carriers and delivery services and, for foreign orders, freight forwarders. All costs
and expenses relating to shipment, including insurance, customs expenses, duties, taxes, etc. shall be the sole responsibility of
Buyer. Action World International generally will ship freight collect, unless Buyer requests other arrangements and prepays Action
World International for all shipping expenses. Shipments will be insured at Buyer’s expense unless otherwise specified, and Action
World International assumes no responsibility for placing of valuation upon a shipment unless requested to do so by Buyer. Partial
shipments of any order from Buyer may be made by Action World International in order to facilitate the earliest possible delivery of
the item ordered; provided, however, that partial shipment shall not be made unless Action World International has been paid in full
for the entire order. The customer must inspect the package(s) for damage(s) before signing the Bill of Lading. Customer should
refuse the shipment if there is damage on the package or should make a note on the Delivery Receipt (Bill of Lading), for further
claim evaluation. Any freight claim must be submitted to the freight carrier immediately.
4. Delivery: The promised delivery date is the best estimate possible based on current and anticipated factory loads, of when the
order will be shipped. Action World International shall not be liable for damage or for delay in delivery arising from causes beyond its
control and without its fault or negligence including, but not limited to, Acts of God, public enemy, acts of government, fires, floods,
epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, freight embargoes and unusually severe weather. If the delay is caused by the delay or
default of a subcontractor of Action World International and if such delay arises from causes beyond the control of both Action World
International and the subcontractor, Action World International shall not be liable to buyer in damages.
5. Inspection: Buyer shall inspect the product(s) promptly after receipt and shall notify Action World International in writing, including
photos, of any claims, including claims of breach of warranty, within five (5) days after Buyer discovers or should have discovered
the facts upon which the claim is based. Failure of Buyer to give written notice / photos of a claim within the inspection time period
shall be deemed to be a waiver of a claim for defective products, a waiver of the right to reject the goods, and conclusive proof that
the product(s) were received by Buyer without defect(s).
6. DISCLAIMER: THE PROVISIONS OF PARAGRAPH 5 ARE ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL’S SOLE OBLIGATION AND
ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL EXCLUDES ALL OTHER REMEDIES OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ALL WARRANTIES ARISING FROM THE
COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE AND CUSTOMS OF THE TRADE. WHETHER OR NOT PURPOSES OR SPECIFICATIONS ARE
DESCRIBED HEREIN. ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL FURTHER DISCLAIMS ANY RESPONSIBILITY WHATSOEVER TO BUYER
OR TO ANY OTHER PERSON FOR INJURY TO PERSON OR DAMAGE TO OR LOSS OF PROPERTY OR VALUE CAUSED BY ANY
PRODUCT WHICH HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO MISUSE, NEGLIGENCE, ACCIDENT, MISAPPLIED, MODIFIED OR REPAIRED BY
UNAUTHORIZED PERSONS, OR IMPROPERLY INSTALLED.
7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL BE LIABLE FOR ANY
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, RELIANCE, DELAY OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, LOSSES OR EXPENSES ARISING FROM
THIS CONFIRMATION OF ORDER OR ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL OR BUYER’S PERFORMANCE OR NONPERFORMANCE,
OR ANY ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO
USE, THE GOODS FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER. IN ANY AND ALL EVENTS. IN THE EVENT ACTION WORLD INTERNATIONAL
IS FOUND LIABLE FOR DAMAGES NOTWITHSTANDING THE LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS OF PARAGRAPHS 7 AND 8, ACTION
WORLD INTERNATIONAL SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGES TO ANY PERSON OR ENTITY, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO BUYER AND BUYER’S CUSTOMERS, FOR AN AMOUNT EXCEEDING THE AMOUNT PAID BY BUYER FOR THE
PRODUCTS ORDERED AND CONFIRMED BY THIS CONFIRMATION ORDER.
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11. Cancellation of custom or modified Productsand re-stocking fees: All sales are final. Orders may be cancelled at no charge if
the cancellation is made on the invoice date only. Cancellations made after invoice date will result in a 20% restocking fee. All other
cancellations, except for custom orders and sign banners will result in a 25% re-stocking fee. Cancellation of custom orders or sign
banners will result in full payment being forfeited. Buyer may cancel this order, in whole or in part, upon both written notice to Action
World International and payment of cancellation charges, which charges shall be the sum of (1) the price of all goods that have been
delivered and not previously paid for, plus (2) the actual cost incurred by Action World International that is properly allocable to the
goods not delivered at the time of decrease or cancellation, including, without limitation, the cost of components and materials
purchased for use in producing such goods, plus (3) the profit, and reasonable overhead that Action World International would have
made from full performance by Buyer, plus (4) the costs of engineering, prototypes, testing, tooling, and similar items produced for
Buyer, plus (5) the reasonable costs incurred by Action World International in making settlement and effecting collection hereunder.
Buyer may require delivery to it of any material (except tools, molds, dies and any other equipment) for which payment hereunder is
made.
12. Returns Policy: For any item purchased from Action World International and returned for reasons unrelated to a warranty claim, a
restocking fee of 25% of the price of the item(s) refunded will be paid by Buyer.
13. Warranty: All inflatables warranted for only (1) year against workmanship and material. Any defect in products resulting from
negligence, improper usage or unusual wear and tear caused by excessive usage is excluded from Action World International’s
warranty coverage. The customer’s usage of any inflatable product on a hard surface base (any surface other than grass), without
the use of a tarp shall constitute improper usage and any resulting damage or defect shall not be covered by Action World International warranty. Colors, artwork and design are subject to change without prior notice and will not be considered defects. Warranty
repair work will be provided by Action World International at the Azusa plant. Action World International disclaims any responsibilities
for modifications and repairs from an unauthorized repair plant. All shipping costs to and from our facility for warranted items will be
paid by customer. All new Blowers and non-Action World International manufactured products are warranted directly by the respective manufacturer. For blower trouble-shooting or warranty, please refer to the blower manufacturer manual included in box. All
other accessories have a thirty (30) day warranty from date of shipment. No warranty is provided on misters, soaker hoses, zippers,
grommets. Human Spheres carry no warranty. All used inflatables are sold “as is” with no warranty. Except as provided in the above
agreement, Action World International makes no other warranties on its products. FEC’s (Family Entertainment Center) have a one (1)
year warranty.
14. Taxes: All charges are subject to the federal, state and local taxes, if any, pertinent at the point of delivery. Buyer shall pay such
taxes imposed on this order, and all penalties and interest, if any, accrued therewith. All “Will call” orders and orders shipped with a
CA destination are subject to CA sales tax, unless recipient has a valid CA Seller’s Permit.
15. Interpretation: The rights and liabilities arising out of this contract with Action World International shall be determined under the
Uniform Commercial Code as enacted in California, without application of choice of law rules or the United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the Sale of Goods (as to foreign shipments).
16. Effect of Breach on Risk of Loss: Breach of this contract by Action World International shall have no effect on the provisions controlling the risk of loss of the goods, and Sections 2-510 (1) and 2-510 (2) of the uniform Commercial Code shall have no effect on
this Confirmation of Order.
17. Indemnification: Buyer agrees to indemnify, hold harmless and defend Action World International from actions and claims of third
parties, including customers of Buyer and users of the goods and products sold to Buyer, arising out of or in connection with the use
of the goods and products herein described. In the event Action World International is required to commence an action to enforce
this provision, Buyer shall pay all of Action World International’s legal costs and expenses.
18. Integration: There are no representations, warranties or conditions, express or implied, statutory or otherwise except those herein contained, and no agreements or waivers collateral hereto shall be binding on either party unless in writing and signed by buyer
and accepted by Action World International. This Confirmation of Order contains all of the promises, warranties, terms and conditions
of the agreement between the parties and supersedes any and all oral or implied promises, undertakings and prior agreements.
19. Governing Law, Jurisdiction and Venue: In the event of litigation between the parties concerning the order or any products
shipped to Buyer hereunder, such action shall be governed by the laws of California, U.S.A., venue shall be in Covina, California and
the action shall be brought in the California or federal courts of appropriate jurisdiction.
Due to product development and improvement, artwork, shape, size and color may not reflect the latest changes.

1 (800) 123-4567
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Los Angeles office
+1626 926 5127
steve@actionworldintl.com

Hong Kong Office
+852 8100 1184
info@ActionWorldIntl.com

New Zealand office
+64 21 900 488
freddy@actionworldintl.com
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